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1.Development Guidelines 
The following guidelines are to be followed by all developers, throughout production of 
SFUnwind. 

Production guidelines:  

● All system models will be created using Violet UML Editor, version 2.1.0 for 
Windows. 

● The application will be developed using the Swift 3 programming language for iOS. 

● All app development will be done using XCode IDE, version 8.2.1 for MacOS. 

● The application will be based on the XCode “Page-based application” project 
template. 

● All build progress and revision control will be coordinated using the GitHub repository 
at https://github.com/SFU-2017-1-cmpt276/ProjectGroup5. 

 

Ethical/legal guidelines: 

● The SFUnwind application will require user permission via iOS to access user’s 
contacts lists. 

● The SFUnwind application will require user permission via iOS to send local 
notifications. 

● The SFUnwind application will require user permission via iOS to access the device 
camera. 

● All application data is to be stored in the SFUnwind documents directory allocated by 
iOS. 

● The SFUnwind application will be released via the iTunes App Store for free for all 
users. 

● All project developers are responsible for obtaining and configuring their individual 
hardware and software platforms matching this specification. 
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2.System Diagrams 
2.1 - Use Case Diagram: 

 
Note: This is a high level, visual overview of SFUnwind use cases. Full tabular descriptions 
of each individual use case is included below. 
 
This diagram details the possible, individual application use cases of the SFUnwind 
application.  
 
Starting from the User, the diagram describes a path to each possible feature or function of 
SFUnwind. 
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2.2 - Individual Use Case Tables: 
SFUnwind: Launch Application 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description A user of SFUnwind can launch the application at any time using 
standard iOS interaction of tapping the app icon 

Data N/A 

Stimulus User launches the application by tapping on the application icon 

Response The application launches to the “Square Breathing” feature screen by 
default. 

Comments All feature screens display default configurations/values upon launch 

 

SFUnwind: Close Application 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description A user of SFUnwind may exit the application at any time using standard 
iOS interactions such as pressing the home button, or using the 
force-close option 

Data N/A 

Stimulus User closes the application by pressing the home button, or by using 
the iOS force-close feature. 

Response The application gracefully closes 

Comments The application is terminated; no interaction state for any application 
feature is saved 

 

SFUnwind: Swipe between screens 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description Users can switch between each of the applications 4 primary feature 
screens by swiping left or right 

Data N/A 

Stimulus User swipes left or right inside the application screen 

Response The application switches to the next or previous feature 

Comments The menu bar is visible at all times, and contains indicators to show 
which of the 4 screens is currently active. The currently selected screen 
is visually emphasized. 
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SFUnwind: Use Square Breathing Exercise feature 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description The square breathing exercise feature allows users experiencing 
anxiety or problematic breathing to refocus their attention, self-soothe 
and regain control of their breath. 
 
Users are tasked with tracing an animated square, timing their 
breathing with the speed of their finger movement.  

Data N/A 

Stimulus The user launches the application, which displays the square breathing 
feature screen by default. 
 
Or, the user taps the square breathing menu icon. 

Response The application displays/switches to the square breathing exercise 
feature screen 

Comments The square breathing feature screen is the default screen displayed 
when the application is launched. Users can also reach this feature 
screen via the menu bar 

 

SFUnwind: Use Grounding Exercise feature 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description The Grounding Exercise feature guides users through the “5-4-3-2-1 
Relaxation technique” (Aka “Betty Erickson’s Induction”). 
 
Users are prompted to photograph things from 3 categories, consisting 
of things that can seen, heard, and touched. Users must photograph n 
items for each category (n counts down from 5 to 1 after all categories 
are complete). After each photograph is captured, a small thumbnail is 
added to a row displayed on the screen after each photograph is 
captured. Rows are cleared between each category and value of n. 
 
Once the user has completed capturing all 45 images, a 5x9 grid of 
thumbnails is displayed of each photograph. 

Data N/A 

Stimulus User taps the grounding exercise menu icon 

Response The application switches to the grounding exercise feature screen 

Comments No thumbnails are permanently stored on the device; all captured 
images are cleared when the application exits. 
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SFUnwind: Use Positive Affirmation feature 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description The Positive Affirmation feature allows users to select a positive mantra 
and custom reminder interval. 
 
The standard iOS notification interface is used to remind users at 
configurable intervals to repeat their mantra to themselves. 

Data Positive Affirmation text, reminder interval 

Stimulus User taps the positive affirmation menu icon 

Response The application switches to the positive affirmation feature 

Comments Users are able to select a mantra from a provided list, or enter their own 
custom mantra.  

 

SFUnwind: Create custom affirmation 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description Users are able to enter their own custom positive affirmation mantra 
statement for use with the Positive Affirmation feature 

Data Personal statement text 

Stimulus User taps the “create” button on the Positive Affirmation feature screen 

Response A create affirmation text input dialogue is displayed to accept user input. 

Comments The newly inserted affirmation is selected as the current affirmation. 

 

SFUnwind: Delete affirmation 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description Users can delete affirmation statement from the Positive Affirmation 
feature 

Data Affirmation statement text 

Stimulus User taps the “delete” button on the Positive Affirmation feature screen 

Response The affirmation text is removed from the list of affirmations 

Comments User can delete any number of custom affirmations, as well as any of 
the provided affirmations.  
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SFUnwind: Use Panic Alert Feature 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description The panic alert feature allows users under panic-induced duress to 
instantly send preconfigured text message alerts to contacts stored in 
their iOS device. Users can store up to 5 alerts in the application, and 
send them from the panic alert feature page with the press of a button. 
Users can create new alerts or edit existing alerts from this feature. 

Data Text message content and corresponding contact pairs 

Stimulus User taps the panic alert menu icon 

Response The application switches to the panic alert feature screen 

Comments The user can access the panic alert feature via the menu bar 

 

SFUnwind: Contact SFU Health and Counselling Services 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description The user can access relevant contact and service information links 
pertaining to SFU Health and Counselling Services 

Data N/A 

Stimulus The user taps a phone number or web link on the Panic Alert feature 
page 

Response If a phone number is tapped, the dialer opens allowing users to initiate a 
call to the appropriate SFU Counselling Service number. 
 
If a web link is tapped, the web browser opens to follow the appropriate 
link. 

Comments This option is displayed at all time on the Panic Alert feature page, and 
contains the official SFU service information 
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SFUnwind: Create/edit panic alert 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description The user can create or edit a custom panic alert message and contact 
pair. This information is stored in the application, where it can be sent at 
any time from the Panic Alert feature page 

Data Text message content (maximum 160 characters) and phone contact 

Stimulus User taps “Create/Edit” on the Panic Alert feature screen 

Response A “Create/Edit” dialogue is displayed 

Comments If a panic alert slot is empty, users will be able to create a new alert. If a 
panic alert slot already contains a previously saved alert, users are able 
to edit the existing alert content 

 

SFUnwind: Send panic alert 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description The user can immediately send a previously saved panic alert message 
from the Panic Alert feature page 

Data Previously saved text message content (maximum 160 characters), 
paired with a contact to send the message to 

Stimulus User clicks “Send” on a panic alert from the Panic Alert feature page 

Response The application immediately sends the message using the standard iOS 
SMS service to the contact specified 

Comments The send button is unavailable (greyed out) for any panic alert that has 
not been configured with a text message and contact pair 

 

SFUnwind: Access feature help screen 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description Users can access a help screen containing relevant information or 
instructions for any of the application’s 4 primary features 

Data N/A 

Stimulus User taps the help icon from any app feature screen 

Response A help screen relevant to the currently selected feature is displayed 

Comments The help screen can be closed at any time, returning the user to the 
original feature page 
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SFUnwind: Access Square Breathing Statistics screen 

Actors User (Owner of phone, sufferer of anxiety disorder) 

Description Users can access a statistics screen containing the shortest, longest 
and average session time for use of the Square Breathing feature. 

Data Minimum, Maximum & Total session time. Number of sessions used. 

Stimulus User taps the statistics button from the square breathing feature screen 

Response The statisticts screen is displayed 

Comments The statistics screen can be closed at any time, returning the user to 
the Square Breathing feature page 
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2.3 - Class diagrams: 
High level overview (Larger, more readable view to follow):
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High level application overview: 

 
 

This diagram shows a high level overview of the structure of the SFUnwind application. 
 
Following the Model View Controller (MVC) design pattern implemented by the iOS and 
Swift development framework, the SFUnwind application is primarily composed of 
subclasses of the standard iOS UIPageViewController class, which are rendered as 
required. 
 
The SFUnwindPageViewController object is the primary view controller for the application. It 
contains all of the other application view controllers as member variables, and functions to 
control and switch between these views. 
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High level application overview (Print Enlargement):
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SFUnwindPageViewController Detail View: 

 

This diagram is a detailed view of the SFUnwindPageViewController. 
 
The SFUnwindPageViewController object is the primary view controller for the application. It 
contains the 4 application feature screens as view controllers in a member variable array. 
This object contains member functions to control the menu, and the current feature page 
being displayed. 
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Resulting screen (included for visual reference): 

<- Menu 
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PageViewController Detail View (Print Enlargement): 
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PanicAlertViewController Detail View:  

 

This diagram shows a detailed view of the PanicAlertViewController object. 
 
This object is used to display, control and interact with the panic alert feature when required. 
It contains all UI elements as member variables, and member functions used to perform the 
functions required by this feature. 
 
This object depends on teh PanicAlertPopupViewController to enable creation/editing of 
custom panic alert messages. 
 
This object depends on the HelpViewController object to load and display the help 
information screen when required (see HelpViewController Detail View for more information). 
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Resulting feature screen (included for visual reference): 
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PanicAlertViewController Detail View (Print Enlargement): 
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PositiveAffirmationViewController Detail View: 

 
This diagram shows a detailed view of the PositiveAffirmationViewController object. 
 
This object is used to display, control and interact with the positive affirmation feature when 
required. It contains all UI elements as member variables, and member functions used to 
perform the functions required by this feature. 
 
This object depends on the HelpViewController object to load and display the help 
information screen when required (see HelpViewController Detail View for more information). 
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Resulting feature screen (included for visual reference): 
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PositiveAffirmationViewController Detail View (Print Enlargement): 
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SquareBreathingViewController Detail View: 

 
This diagram shows a detailed view of the SquareBreathingViewController object. 
 
This object is used to display, control and interact with the square breathing feature when 
required. It contains all UI elements as member variables, and member functions used to 
perform the functions required by this feature. 
 
This object depends on the HelpViewController object to load and display the help 
information screen when required (see HelpViewController Detail View for more information). 
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Resulting feature screen (included for visual reference): 
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SquareBreathingViewController Detail View (Print Enlargement): 
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GroundingExerciseViewController Detail View: 

 
 
This diagram shows a detailed view of the GroundingExerciseViewController object. 
 
This object is used to display, control and interact with the grounding exercise feature when 
required. It contains all UI elements as member variables, and member functions used to 
perform the functions required by this feature. 
 
This object depends on the HelpViewController object to load and display the help 
information screen when required (see HelpViewController Detail View for more information). 
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Resulting feature screens (included for visual reference): 
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GroundingExerciseViewController Detail View (Print Enlargement): 
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HelpViewController Detail View: 

 
 
This diagram shows a detailed view of the HelpViewController object.  
 
This object is used to load and display the help information screen when required. It contains 
all UI elements as member variables, and member functions used to perform the functions 
required by this feature. 
 
This object is depended on by each of the application feature screens to display help on top 
of the current feature as required by the user. 
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Resulting feature screen (included for visual reference): 
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HelpViewController Detail View (Print Enlargement): 
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3.Data Requirements 
● Users of SFUnwind interact with the system via the touchscreen of their iOS device. 

○ Text data is input via the default iOS touchscreen keyboard 
○ Non-textual data is selected using default iOS system interfaces 

● All data files are to be stored in the SFUnwind application documents directory, as 
provided by the iOS interface 

 

Specific Data requirements: 

Feature Element Data Type File Type File Format Comments 

Square 
Breathing 

feature 

UI 
Element: 
“Total 
Time” 
counter 

Total time spent 
using application 
feature, recorded 
in hh/mm/ss 

Flat ASCII file 
of text strings 
stored in the 
application’s 
directory:  
 
/totalTime.txt 

Stored 1 unit of 
time per line: 
 
ss 
mm 
Hh 
shortest 
longest 
count 
 
No blank 
spaces or 
empty lines 

File is loaded by 
SFUnwind app at 
launch, and 
updated/saved 
when the application 
leaves the Square 
Breathing feature 
screen (ie. via the 
menu, minimizing or 
quitting the 
application) 

Positive 
Affirmations 

Supplied 
mantra list 

Individual mantra 
statements of 160 
characters or less 
 
 

Flat ASCII file 
of text strings 
stored in the 
application 
directory:  
 
positiveAffirmat
ions/mantras.tx
t 

Stored 1 
mantra string 
per line. 
 
No blank 
spaces or 
empty lines 

A list of default 
positive affirmation 
messages. 
 
Used as a base for 
the user created 
mantra list. 

User 
created 
mantra list 

Individual mantra 
statements of 160 
characters or less 

Flat ASCII file 
of text strings 
stored in the 
documents 
directory:  
 
/mantras.txt 

Stored 1 
mantra string 
per line. 
 
No blank 
spaces or 
empty lines 

This document is 
stored in the 
documents directory 
to enable read/write 
access to the file, & 
populated the 1st 
time the application 
is launched. Users 
can browse, insert 
or delete text strings 
conforming to this 
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specification via the 
“Positive 
Affirmations” feature 

5/4/3/2/1 
Grounding 
Technique 

Photo 
thumbnails 

Photographs 
captured via the 
iOS camera 
interface 

.JPG files, 
captured from 
the device 
camera and 
clipped to 
thumbnails 

Stored as 
individual files, 
named in 
ascending 
order from 
00.JPG to 
44.JPG 

When the activity is 
run, photograph 
thumbnails are 
stored temporarily 
until the activity has 
been completed by 
the user, or the 
application exits. 
 
 
 

Panic Alert 
Alert 
message 
strings 

User created alert 
message strings of 
160 characters or 
less 

5 flat ASCII 
files, 1 for each 
alert message 
stored in the 
application 
documents 
directory: 
/alert01.txt 
/alert02.txt 
... 
/alert05.txt 

Each file is 
stored with 1 
element per 
line: 
 
Contact Name 
Contact 
number 
Message string 

User can edit, 
delete or send data 
contained in this 
panic alert file via 
the “Panic Alert” 
feature screen 

Help Screen Help 
screen text 

Pre-written help 
screen copy. Read 
by the application 
when a help 
screen is accessed 

Flat ASCII files 
of text strings 
stored in the 
application’s 
/helpFiles 
directory: 
 
/squareBreathi
ng.txt 
/positiveAffirma
tions.txt 
/grounding.txt 
/panicAlerts.txt 

Individual, 
formatted text 
strings to be 
read and 
displayed 
without 
modification. 

The application 
loads the 
appropriate help text 
when the user 
access the relevant 
help screen. 
 
These files are not 
user-editable. 
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4.Feature Priority 
 

General Overview: 

Version 1: Alpha - Basic app layout and functionality 

A minimal viable product, where the basic framework of each of the application’s four 
primary functions is to be implemented. Extended/advanced features of each function will be 
added in later versions. Art and interface elements are of placeholder quality. 
Help/instruction pages are not implemented.  
 
Version 2: Beta - Extended functionality 

Extended/advanced features of each function to be added. Art and interface elements to be 
improved. Placeholder help/instruction pages to be implemented for all functions. 
 
Version 3: Gold - Bug fixing, polish, and presentation 

Final product. All art and UI will be of final quality. All help/info screens will be finalized. All 
application features will be completed to the required specifications. All bugs will be fixed. 

 

Specific Feature Priority Breakdown: 

1. Menu bar 

# Feature Version 1 Version 2 Version 3 

1.1 Menu 

Functional: Each feature 
screen is accessible 
 
Graphical: Correct 
placement and 
alignment, with 
placeholder 
graphics/text 

Functional: Currently 
selected screen will be 
visually highlighted 
 
Graphical: Graphical 
implementation for each 
of the 4 feature screens 

Graphical: Final quality 
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2. Square Breathing Screen 

# Feature Version 1 Version 2 Version 3 

2.1 Re/start 
button 

Functional: Button 
starts or restarts the 
activity timer (2.4) and 
allows activty to begin 
(2.3.) 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Button text 
will update, depending 
on state: 
"Start/Stop/Restart" 
 
Graphical: Improved 
Graphics/text quality 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

2.2 Help 
button  

Functional: “Help” button 
leads to placeholder 
help page 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Final quality 
help screen 
implemented 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

2.3 Animated 
Square 

Functional: Static 
“Square” graphic. 
 
No vibration 
functionality 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
square graphic art 
(non-animated) 

Functional:  
Corners of square are to 
animate, to guide calm 
breathing pace 
 
Phone vibrates with 
calm breathing pace. 
 
Navigation between 
screens is locked while 
activity is in progress. 
 
Message displayed 
(near start/stop button) 
while locked to notify 
users to stop the activity 
to change screens. 
 
Feature completed: 
works as designed. 
 
Graphical: Animated 
square graphic art 
elements implemented 

Functional: Completed 
feature tweaks and 
polish.  
 
Bug fixes 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

2.4 
Timer: 
current 
session 

Functional: Re/Start 
button (2.1) 
starts/resets the current 
activity timer 
 

Functional: Re/start 
button text toggles to 
indicate button state: 
“Start” “Stop” “Restart” 
 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 
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Timer progression 
increments the total 
time counter (2.5) 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Current timer will end by 
displaying text “00:00” 
 
Graphical: 

2.5 

Timer: 
total 
activity 
time 

 

Functional: Total time 
tracking implemented 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

2.6 Stats 
screen   

Functional: Full 
implementation 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

 
 
 
 

3. 5-4-3-2-1 Grounding Technique Screen 

# Feature Version 1 Version 2 Version 3 

3.1 Help button  

Functional: “Help” button 
leads to placeholder 
help page 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Final quality 
help screen 
implemented 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

3.2 Photo panel  

Functional: Thumbnail 
gallery functionality 
implemented. 
 
Correct number of 
image frames displayed 
in a bar (5/4/3/2/1) 
across the top of the 
screen 
 
After the current stage of 
each sequence has 
been completed, the 
exercise restarts with a 
reduced count of photos 
to be taken 

Functional: Complete 
gallery functionality and 
bug fixes 
 
Graphical: Final quality 
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Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

3.3 Goal Display 

Functional: “Current 
goal” display 
implemented 
 
Goal cycles through 
“See/Touch/Hear” 
indefinitely (no 
countdown or end state) 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: User 
prompted to take correct 
number of pictures for 
each category in the 
exercise sequence 
(See/Touch/Hear) 

Functional: Complete 
activity functionality and 
bug fixes 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

3.4 Image 
capture 

Functional: Basic 
camera viewfinder 
functionality and image 
capture implemented 
with capture button 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Graphical: Improved 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

3.5 Image Grid 
Display  

Functional: User is given 
a grid display of the 
thumbnailed-version of 
the photos the user has 
taken after the main 
activity is done 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality, 
gallery grid is assembled 
in a visually appeasing 
way 

3.6 Retry Button  

Functional: Resets 
execution of activity 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 
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4. Positive Affirmations Screen 

# Feature Version 1 Version 2 Version 3 

4.1 Help button  

Functional: “Help” button 
leads to placeholder 
help page 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Final quality 
help screen 
implemented 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

4.2 Create 
mantra  

Functional: Full file 
input/output 
functionality. Mantras 
can be permanently 
written to device. 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

4.3 Delete 
mantra  

Functional: Full file 
input/output 
functionality. Mantras 
can be permanently 
deleted from  device. 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: If all mantras 
are deleted, a default 
“No mantras found. 
Please create a new 
mantra” message will be 
displayed. 
 
Bug fixes and final 
improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

4.4 Mantra box 

Functional: Displays the 
mantra accessed 
 
 A small number of 
provided affirmations 
(~10) accessible 
through (4.5.) [3] 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: A full library 
of provided and 
user-created 
affirmations to be 
selectable with (4.5.): 
~50 + user entries from 
(4.2.). 
 
Mantras loaded using 
file input/output 
functionality in device 
documents directory. 
 
Graphical: Improved 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

4.5 Prev/next 
navigation 

Functional: 
Previous/next buttons 

Functional: Infinite scroll: 
Users can loop from 1 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
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buttons scroll through provided 
mantra messages 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

end of the mantra list to 
another 

 
Graphical: Final quality 

4.6 

Mantra 
Notifications 
Selection 
and settings 

Functional: Basic 
notification selection UI 
functionality.  
 
Notification frequencies 
“Never”, ”Weekly”, 
“Daily” and “Hourly” can 
be selected 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Full 
notification functionality 
for iOS 9 and above 
 
Each notification interval 
(4.6.) can be fine-tuned. 
Individual time can be 
selected (day, hour, 
minute) as appropriate 
for the current 
notification frequency. 
 
User notification settings 
will be stored on the 
device. 
 
Graphical: Improved 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

4.6.1 
Mantra 
Device 
Notifications 

Functional: Basic 
notification feature 
functionality. Users will 
be notified of their 
mantra at a fixed time at 
the frequency they have 
selected 

Functional: Users will 
receive a notification at 
the exact 
week/day/hour/minute 
time they have selected. 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 
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5. Panic Alert Screen 

# Feature Version 1 Version 2 Version 3 

5.1 Help button  

Functional: “Help” button 
leads to placeholder 
help page 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Final quality 
help screen 
implemented 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

5.2. 

List of 
Panic 
Alert 
Contacts 

Functional: 5 rows, each 
row is displayed, and 
can be configured 
individually 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

5.2.1 Create new 
panic alert 

Functional: Can select a 
contact from the user’s 
contact list. 
 
Hard-coded placeholder 
message only (no 
custom message 
input/storage) 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: User can 
create a custom panic 
alert message to pair 
with their contact 
selection 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Final feature 
functionality and bug 
fixes 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

5.2.2 Edit panic 
alert  

Functional: User can 
edit an existing panic 
alert, and also delete it 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final qualityy 

5.2.3 Send panic 
alert 

Functional: Send button 
sends placeholder 
message to the selected 
contact 
 
Graphical: Placeholder 
graphics/text quality 

 

Functional: Bug fixes 
and final improvements 
 
Graphical: Final quality 
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5.3 

SFU 
Counselling 
Service 
website 
hyperlink 

 

Functional: Hyperlink 
functional, opens 
website in iOS browser 
 
Graphical: Final quality 

 

5.4 

SFU 
Counselling 
Service 
phone 
number 
hotlink 

 

Functional: Hotlink 
functional, opens phone 
number in iOS dialer 
 
Graphical: Final quality 
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